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“A Blast at ‘Scavangers' © Gn ry 

  

By RICE ODELL $6 

The latest to the growing 
literature on the Kennedy assas- 
sination is scathing denunciation 
of, the “obsessed” or “dishon- 
est” - people who have heen 

. challenging the official Warren 
. Commission view that Lee 
Harvey Qswald was a Tone 

: killer, efc. . 

Mark Lane fs portrayed 2 asa 
purveyor of distortions and lies; 
three housewives who have - 

'. achieved some prominence as 
i assassination theorists are 
dismissed as “would-be 
Margaret Rutherfords”; and the 
large coterie. of amateur 
Skepties are labeled 
“superbuffs.” ~ 

! “The numbing wreckage 
., tought by ‘the (assassination) 
“? has washed up +a curigus 

assoriment of flotsam and 
: jetsam,” says th mok, which is 
‘ called “The -Kavengers_ and__ 
> Crities of tf 

and is scheduled for “publication _ 
| April 26 by Delacorte. Pras 

‘CONFERENCE Se 
‘Holding a@ press conference 
here yesterday -were the yo 
authors, Richard Warre Wis, ° 
& magazine and ce ance 
writer, and Lawrence chiller, a a 
photo-fournatist. 

‘They say they are not 
apolgists for the Warren Report, | 

° They say {n their last chapter 
: that the Commission, the FBI 
and the Secrete Service made a 

“fot of mistakes, mary of which 
invited doubt and skepticism. 

They are respectful of New 
“| Orleans District Attorney James 

‘Garrison's efforts (“He hasn't 
: yet presented his star wilnéss,’’ 
: Mr.. Schiller said), And ‘they 
don’t think you can ever prove 

“a negative that there | was no 
conspiracy. - : 
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: “f believe | Oswald “id | ‘it 
alone,” Mr. Schiller said. “The 
thoughts may have been 

his. mind. I don't . provoked . 
‘ believe /anyone - would have 

* °! conspirgd with. Oswald. The: 
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Avarcen "Report, 

ST Li A 

wakes —, 

-_ Kuthors Make B ool 
on War pen Report. 

But af heart of ‘the book 
deals with the seemingly 
pathetic and unfulfilled people - 
who have turned the 
assassination into their various 
causes. Most of “them are 
indicted out. of - their own 
mouths, in interviews with the 
authors, Assuming their words 
have not been taken out of - 
context, they leave themselves 
painfully out In left field. 

INEPTITUDE - 

To these self-incriminations, 
and -the obvious ineptitude 
revealed by the facts, the 
authors add occasional 
injections of what smacks of 
character assassination. 

“I've always been a rebel,” 
the book quotes Penn Jones Jr., 
edilor of the Midlothian (Tex.) 
Mirror, and reviews an $11.65 
‘fine he once got for a fist fight. 
“I wanted to get_into the civil- 

Fights movement, but got caugh 
in aff his assassination stuff.” 

There Is a depightful 
~, description of the/ 52-year-old 
“editor “hands tusked into the 
pockets of his wittdbreaker’’. .. 
“scuttling’ across the street to 
an interview: “There was a 
day's growth of gray stubble on 
his face and a pint of Early 
Times bourbon stuck In his hip 
pocket, 

  

“ ‘Don't think that Big Daddy . 
walks around like this all the 
time,” he said alter removing 
his shoes and socks and 
telescoping himself into an , 
overstuffed armchair. “This is , 
just my Nieman-Marcus country : 

editor's outfit.’ 

In any. case, 
interesting insight 

this is an 
into the 

characters, motives and} 
the many. 
who have , 

become afflicted “with, ote 

idiosyncracies of 
grass-roots buffs 

assassinationitis. 

It doesn’t inspive confidence . 
In the level of anaylsis v.ich ‘ 
much of the populace must be ‘ 

- applying to politics, the Viéinam 
wat and other important i 
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The Washington Post. 7 

_ ‘Daily News (New York) 

”’ New York Post 
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Times Herald 

_ ‘The Washington Daily News a © os 

The Evening Star (Washington) 

The Sunday Star (Washington) 

  

  

Sunday News (New York) 

  

The New York Times. 

World Journal’ Tribune _ 

(New York) t 
The Sun (Baltimore) —. 

, The Worker’. 

" The New Leader 

‘The Wall Street Journal 

The National Observer : 

_People’s World 
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